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I. Executive Summary 
 
The Market 
 

• Green Island is a small, tropical land mass located approximately 33 kilometers 
from the southeastern coast of Taiwan in the Pacific Ocean.  Created through 
volcanic activity, the island features incredible reef areas conducive to snorkeling 
and diving. Combined with the beautiful scenery prevalent on a tropical isle, these 
attractions draw approximately 200,000 tourists a year,1 confirming Green Island 
as a very popular vacation destination.   

• The weather on Green Island is consistent with tropical environments, with 
temperatures averaging 28-33 degrees Celsius and sudden rain showers a constant 
possibility. In fact the locals have a very ‘colorful’ way to describe the heat, 
which uses profane language and will be left to the reader to discover the terms 
used. 

• The demand for western fast food has been on a steady rise throughout Asia, 
especially in the Asian countries with strong growing economies2.  Since the 
relations between China and Taiwan are allowing for more tourism from the 
mainland, it is expected that areas such as Green Island will see a rise in tourism.  
These tourists will have be adventure seeking young people from Taiwan, which 
have a tastes and preferences leaning towards western fast food. However, 
currently, there are no providers of western fast food currently located on Green 
Island. 

 
The Company 
 
Paradise Burger, a provider of high quality, delicious western fast food, is envisioned as 
the premier “go to” restaurant of this type to be located on Green Island. Serving 
primarily hamburgers and other distinctly western style foods, Paradise Burger will fill an 
open niche on the island, providing a new dining option for Green Island residents and 
visitors, and offering a unique culinary experience to both. 
 

Paradise Burger will differ from the local restaurants because it will serve genuine 
western style fast food made fresh daily. The menu will have a ready-made appeal to the 
many tourists visiting Green Island who have already cultivated an appetite for western 
style fast food, while the cooled, comfortable environment the restaurant offers will draw 
in perspective clientele as yet unfamiliar with western cuisine.  The hamburger, with its 
accepted familiarity among younger travelers, will be the menu staple, with chicken 
sandwiches alternatively available.  Side item selections that will enable several 
possibilities of meal combination (combos) will also be featured, as will salad offerings 
that will cater to healthy-conscience tourists and to those seeking lighter, cooler meal 

                                                 
1 Based on reports by the local authority of Green Island, Green Island Visitor Center 
2 Asia increases demand for Western foods 
http://www.ap-foodtechnology.com/Industry-drivers/Asia-increases-demand-for-Western-foods 
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options.  Spices non-traditional to western fare but more familiar to Asian palates may be 
incorporated upon request in the cooking process. Paradise Burger further differentiates 
itself from local restaurants in that it allows for take-away meals, which will be ideal for 
tourists who wish to enjoy their lunches in picnic style in the beautiful environment of 
Green Island. The take-away meals will be packaged in wrappings clearly marked with 
the Paradise Burger logo to help build awareness and demand for the foodstuffs offered 
by Paradise Burger. The layout of the store as well as mockup images of the restaurant 
space can be found in appendix 1, 2 and 3, and a proposed image for the logo of Paradise 
Burger can be found in appendix 4. 
 
  
   
Objectives  
 

• Operate a successful western style fast food restaurant on Green Island. 
• Build an awareness of and brand the restaurant as a “must-do” attraction of Green 

Island. 
• Maintain a cooled, relaxing environment in the seating area of the restaurant. 
• Sell 60 combo meals a day by the end of the first year of operation. 
• Achieve first year sales of 3,942,000 NT Dollars. 
• Earn, invest, save to build an ideal location or upgrade the existing location by the 

third year of operation. 
 
Paradise Burger Mission Statement 
 
To establish Paradise Burger as a high-quality, branded, western style fast food restaurant 
with a relaxing setting.  
 
Paradise Burger will 

• Provide the highest quality hamburgers on Green Island. 
• Offer diverse, typical food items found in a western style restaurant but with 

added unique ingredients to differentiate from typical fast food restaurants.   
• Provide salads to the health-conscience consumer. 
• Create and maintain a cool, relaxed restaurant seating area. 
• Constantly strive to maintain and enhance its brand image to tourists and potential 

visitors to Green Island. 
 
The Paradise Burger business model focuses on two areas of revenue: 
 

• Restaurant. Paradise Burger will create and maintain a cool, relaxed seating area 
for tourists who seek lunch or dinner coupled with an escape from the Green 
Island weather. Paradise Burger’s first location and site size will be determined 
by real estate availability, but a spacious environment will be actively sought. 
The second location will be built to detailed specifications, to maintain the 
relaxed and spacious environment as well as the branded image that Paradise 
Burger will have created at its initial site. Both locations will be situated in highly 
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visible and heavily foot-trafficked areas. The food items will be sold in several 
combination alternatives (combos), and will be served to those choosing to dine 
within the restaurant. 

• Take-away. Paradise Burger will allow take-away meals to appeal to consumers 
who elect to have picnic-style meals on the island.  This option will also cater to 
campers in the campground areas. This is a unique model for Green Island since 
no restaurant offers this service, and the only competition for this niche resides 
with local convenience stores. 

 
Paradise Burger has several areas of competitive advantage that will support the 
company’s mission: 
 

• Early/ First Mover advantage. 
Paradise Burger will capture clientele based on its novelty.  Paradise Burger will 
retain clientele based on its performance and established reputation. 

• Differentiated Product. 
Paradise Burger will be the only distributor of western-style take-out meals.  
Paradise Burger will add unique ingredients to enhance the “Island Flavor” of the 
hamburgers. 

• Wide Appeal.  
Paradise Burger will provide alternate forms of dining – picnic, take-out, or 
relaxed restaurant seating. 

 
 
The Proposal 
 
Paradise Burger will follow this basic strategy to establish a location on Green Island and 
begin operations. However, the subsequent following years of operation is to meet the 
goal of either upgrading existing location, or build an entirely new location on Green 
Island. 
 
 

• Paradise Burger will raise an initial commitment of 40,000 US Dollars to fund the 
purchase and initial operation of the restaurant’s first, temporary location from 
private investors. 

• Paradise Burger will save or raise an additional 200,000 US Dollars to build the 
second, permanent location within three years of initial opening or to expand and 
upgrade on the existing location. 

• Exit Options include a sale to a local retail competitor, a sale to a local realty 
company, or an auction of equipment to second-hand equipment providers located 
in Taidong. 

 
 
 
 
 




